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At a glance

Bilfinger is a global industrial services provider. In 

2019 the company undertook a major migration to a 

Microsoft Azure environment, which now serves as an 

enterprise-wide platform for their cloud applications 

and services. As the environment grew in complexity 

Bilfinger chose to standardize on the Ermetic platform, 

starting with securing identities and entitlements. 

Today, multiple Bilfinger teams are using Ermetic to 

continually improve the organization's Azure cloud 

security posture and save hours detecting risk. 

Bilfinger will be applying Ermetic to automate least 

privilege and compliance as their Azure cloud scales.
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Ermetic, 
Bilfinger, 
and Azure 

Customer challenges
Bilfinger sought to establish unified cloud security from the 

start of their migration to Azure. They wanted better 

transparency into identities and entitlements, and to reduce the 

manual hours spent securing their Azure subscriptions and on 

cloud risk detection processes. The global enterprise sought to 

automate least privilege and gain an independent view to 

complement existing internal and third-party risk assessment 

efforts.

Partner solutions
Bilfinger chose Ermetic for its depth of insight into their Azure 

architecture and advanced development and usability. 

Bilfinger's IAM Security, Cloud Center of Excellence and IT 

Security teams are all using Ermetic to secure their Azure 

environment including across multiple tenant accounts, 

subscriptions and permissions -- in use cases spanning asset 

inventory, permissions risk insight, identity governance, 

network security monitoring and compliance.

Customer benefits
With Ermetic, Bilfinger has a clean, cross-team, cross-cloud view 

into prioritized access risk and actual use. It is using Ermetic's 

actionable insights to incrementally improve their Azure cloud 

security posture. The global enterprise uses Ermetic as an 

independent advisor on risk; it is standardizing on it for 

continuous monitoring and will be ticketing its remediation 

policies to reduce excessive privileges.

Deep visibility. “With Ermetic we’re 

just two clicks away from seeing what 

is really going on in our Azure cloud –

and that’s creating a lot of value for 

us.” Andreas Pfau, Bilfinger

Actionable insights. “Ermetic gets 

more out of the raw data than the 

others... [the] platform is very good at 

analyzing and giving insights we can 

act on. For me that was key.” Andreas 

Pfau, Bilfinger

Cloud security teaching tool. 

“Ermetic is acting as an independent 

advisor into what we’re doing, 

teaching us about situations in the 

cloud, use cases, threats.” Andreas 

Pfau, Bilfinger
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